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What is Sentiment Analysis?



What is Sentiment Analysis?
“Sentiment analysis and opinion mining is the field of study that analyzes people’s 
opinions, sentiments, evaluations, attitudes, and emotions from written language.”

Bing Liu, “Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining” Morgan & Claypool Publishers, 2012.

SA works on the subjective/evaluative/emotive components of textual 
information, which have often been ignored in the objective/factual/topical 
analysis usually performed in traditional TA.

https://www.google.it/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj7-I2Q643WAhUD6xQKHb9mAe4QFggrMAA&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cs.uic.edu%2F~liub%2FFBS%2FSentimentAnalysis-and-OpinionMining.pdf&usg=AFQjCNGUQjA-6VqzYR3Lcp-iZD6WZ5pk9g


Topic vs Sentiment
Topic and sentiment are two main orthogonal dimensions:

● Topic/Fact/Objective information
● Sentiment/Opinion/Subjective information (affective states, emotions. . . )

Topical analysis:

● Discriminating political news from sport news.
● Extracting mention of names of persons in text.

Sentiment analysis:

● Discriminating between favorable and negative attitude toward a subject.
● Identifying the expressions of an emotion and the target of that emotion.



Topic vs Sentiment

Objective information:

The 4.7-inch display on the iPhone 6 is arguably its best feature.

...concerns have been raised about the relatively low resolution (1334 x 750 pixels)

Source 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/gordonkelly/2015/01/12/best-and-worst-things-about-the-iphone-6/


Topic vs Sentiment

Subjective information:

The 4.7-inch display on the iPhone 6 is arguably its best feature.

...concerns have been raised about the relatively low resolution (1334 x 750 
pixels)

Source 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/gordonkelly/2015/01/12/best-and-worst-things-about-the-iphone-6/


Topic vs Sentiment
Classification of documents:

● with respect to the Thomson Reuters 

taxonomy*.

● with respect to the content being a positive, neutral, or a negative 
evaluation†.

{"data": [{"text": "I love Titanic.", "id":1234, "polarity": 4},

          {"text": "I hate Titanic.", "id":4567, "polarity": 0}]}

* Source † Source

http://thomsonreuters.com/en/products-services/financial/market-indices/business-classification.html
http://help.sentiment140.com/api


Topic vs Sentiment
Extraction of information: 

● regarding objective properties

The NBA player Michael Jordan is from the United States of America*

Organization Person Location

● regarding the expression of opinions.

soldiers with 20 years or more service are generally satisfied with termination 

packages being offered†

Agent Attitude Target

* Source † Source

https://github.com/EuropeanaNewspapers/ner-corpora
http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/annotation/mpqa_practice/


Subjective information is varied by definition.
The more sources are compared, the more the vision of the feelings on the 
matter is complete.

Sentiment and Big Data

https://www.amazon.com/gp/review/R3PJBV1ATDB7RN?ref_=glimp_1rv_cl
https://www.amazon.com/Canon-Digital-18-55mm-discontinued-manufacturer/dp/B004J3V90Y/


Sentiment and Big Data

Twindex

https://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/08/01/twitter-unveils-the-twindex-a-new-political-index/
https://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/08/01/twitter-unveils-the-twindex-a-new-political-index/
https://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/08/01/twitter-unveils-the-twindex-a-new-political-index/


Why Sentiment Analysis?
When we have to take a decision we look for the opinion of the others.

The textual user-generated content that is

● shared on the Web/social networks,
● written in open-ended questions in questionnaires,
● sent to companies as feedback, . . .

contains

● voluntarily produced,
● unconstrained,
● first-hand/personal,
● fresh,

evaluative information about our topic of interest.



Why Sentiment Analysis?
Practical example: customers satisfaction questionnaires.

● Are you happy with us? yes/no

● How much are you happy on a scale from 0 to 10?

● Your vote is determined by our: ☐ rates ☐ service ☐ other

● Write here any other feedback: _____________________________

The first three answers can be directly automatically processed to extract 
statistical information.

The last answer to an open-ended question is the only potential source of 
unexpected information.



Sentiment Analysis methods
There is no one-stop solution for Sentiment Analysis.

Sentiment Analysis is not a single problem.
Sentiment Analysis is not a dataset.
Sentiment Analysis is not a lexicon.
Sentiment Analysis is not an algorithm.

Sentiment Analysis is a special scenario for text analysis problems.

A “standard” method produces 70-90% of the result.

Exploiting the characteristic that are specific of a given Sentiment Analysis 
problem produces that 10-30% improvement that separates an average 
solution from a good one.



Sentiment Analysis methods
Multidisciplinary approach:

● Natural Language Processing
● Information Retrieval
● Machine Learning

The template solution to a sentiment analysis problem is the same of a 
“generic” one, e.g.:

Most of sentiment-specific methods deal with capturing how sentiment are 
expressed in natural language.



The language of opinions



The language of opinions
The language we use to express our subjective evaluations is one of the most 
complex parts of language.

There are many components in the language of opinions:

● Global/Domain-specific lexicon.
● Valence shifters/Comparative expressions.
● Irony, sarcasm, common knowledge.
● Other aspects, e.g., morphology. . .

The main aim of NLP/IR/ML applied to Sentiment Analysis is to recognize 
sentiment expressions and to model them into semantic abstractions.



The language of opinions
Some words have a globally recognized sentiment valence in any context of 
use, e.g.: “good”, “poor”, “perfect”, “ugly”

“A good tool that works perfectly”

“I had an horrible experience”

General purpose lexical resources list these words associating sentiment 
labels to them, e.g.: 

● The General Inquirer lexicon
● WordNet affect
● SentiWordNet



The language of opinions
Domain/aspect-specific expressions: words that have a sentiment valence only 
when used in the context of a specific domain, or when they are associated 
with a specific aspect.

“The phone is made of cheap plastic”

“The carrier offers cheap rates”

“We have got a warm welcome”

“We have got a warm beer”

A collection of text from the domain can be used to build a domain lexicon.



The language of opinions
Negation and valence shifters: they do not determine sentiment directly but 
have influence on it.

It is difficult to determine their scope and combined effect.

“This is a very good car” (increment)

“This car is not very good” (flip, decrement)

“I don’t like the design of the new Nokia but it contains some intriguing  functions”

“Not only is this phone expensive but it is also heavy and difficult to use”

Workshop on Negation and Speculation in NLP

https://www.clips.uantwerpen.be/NeSpNLP2010/


The language of opinions
Punctuation, emoticons, emoji:

“7AM battery 100% - 9AM 30% :(“

Irony, sarcasm:

“Light as a bulldozer”

“The most useful idea since the DVD rewinder”

Common knowledge:

“Windows Vista: the new Windows ME”

“Windows 7: the new Windows XP”



Affective computing
Modern Sentiment Analysis applications are mainly data mining oriented 
and focused on the evaluations expressed toward the subject matter of the 
text.

There is also active research on the topic of affective computing, more 
related to psychology and cognitive sciences.

In affective computing the focus is on the human computer interaction, 
aiming at identifying the emotions and feelings conveyed by the text to the 
reader.



Affective computing
Recognizing the expression of six basic emotions: anger, disgust, fear, joy, 
sadness and surprise:

“He looked at his father lying drunk on the floor” (disgust)

“She was leaving and she would never see him again” (sadness)

“She turned and suddenly disappeared from their view” (surprise)

“They celebrated their achievement with an epic party” (joy)

Strapparava and Mihalcea. Learning to Identify Emotions in Text. SAC 2008

https://www.google.it/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwijvaTR6ZLWAhUBmRQKHUULC5YQFgg2MAE&url=http%3A%2F%2Fciteseerx.ist.psu.edu%2Fviewdoc%2Fdownload%3Bjsessionid%3DC5A93AF1E36591EB0FD17B8E79431EF4%3Fdoi%3D10.1.1.217.62%26rep%3Drep1%26type%3Dpdf&usg=AFQjCNFzwz41eHFobYZT2gcyssfYlppu-Q


Computational humor
Generating and recognizing humor: jokes, puns, wordplay.

“Beauty is in the eye of the beholder”
“Beauty is in the eye of the beer holder”

Generation is usually based on templates, recognition is mainly based on 
stylistic features.

An example of application is building a language playground for people with 
complex communication needs.

Ritchie et al. A practical application of computational humour. ICCC 2007.
Mihalcea and Strapparava. Learning to Laugh (Automatically): Computational 
Models for Humor Recognition. Computational Intelligence, 2006.

http://computationalcreativity.net/ijwcc07/papers/ritchie-et-al.pdf
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1467-8640.2006.00278.x/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1467-8640.2006.00278.x/abstract


Irony and sarcasm
Irony and sarcasm are pervasive on social media.

Both are linguistic phenomena that rely on context and common knowledge.



Irony and sarcasm
Research on computational recognition of irony is at an early stage, mainly 
focusing on syntactic features.
Data is often collected from tweets with #ironic or #sarcasm hashtag.

Wallace, "Computational irony: A survey and new perspectives" AIR 2015
Hernández & Rosso "Irony, Sarcasm, and Sentiment Analysis" Chapter 7 in 
"Sentiment Analysis in Social Networks" Liu, Messina, Fersini, Pozzi 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10462-012-9392-5
https://books.google.it/books?id=aS2lCgAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_ge_summary_r&cad=0#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://books.google.it/books?id=aS2lCgAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_ge_summary_r&cad=0#v=onepage&q&f=false


Lexical resources for 
Sentiment Analysis



Global lexicons
General purpose lexical resources list these words associating sentiment 
labels to them, e.g.: 

● The General Inquirer lexicon
● MPQA
● WordNet affect
● SentiWordNet
● Appraisal lexicon

Global lexicons can be used to model new features that are extracted from 
text or as starting information to create a domain specific lexicon.



General Inquirer
The General Inquirer is a text analysis tools developed in the ’60.

It used a combination of a number of lexicons that label 11,788 words with 
respect to 182 semantic categories, including both topic and 
sentiment-related concepts.

The Positiv and Negativ categories are the largest ones, comprising 4,306 
words.

ABILITY  Positiv Strong Virtue Eval Abstract Means Noun
ACCOMPLISH  Positiv Strong Power Active Complet Verb

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1461583
http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer/homecat.htm


MPQA lexicons
The Multi Perspective Question Answering project produced a number of 
lexicons for sentiment-related tasks:

● Subjectivity Lexicon: a list 8k+ words that are clues for subjectivity

● Subjectivity Sense Annotations: word senses with subjectivity labels

● Arguing Lexicon: patterns related to arguing, classified w.r.t. different 
types of arguments.

● +/-Effect Lexicon: 880 hand-labeled + 11k automatic-labeled word senses 
about the effect they have on the event they are related to, e.g.:

The bill would curb skyrocketing health care costs [source]

http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/lexicons/subj_lexicon/
http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/lexicons/subj_sense_annotations/
http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/lexicons/arg_lexicon/
http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/lexicons/effect_lexicon/
http://people.cs.pitt.edu/~wiebe/pubs/papers/EMNLP2014.pdf


WordNet affect
WordNet affect annotates WordNet synsets with emotion-related labels.

http://wndomains.fbk.eu/wnaffect.html
https://wordnet.princeton.edu/


SentiWordNet
SentiWordNet assigns to each synset of WordNet a triple of sentiment scores: 
positivity, negativity, objectivity.

https://github.com/aesuli/SentiWordNet


ItEM
ItEM is the Italian EMotional lexicon, that assigns a score related to Plutchik's 
six basic emotions (Joy, Sadness, Anger, Fear, Trust, Disgust, Surprise, 
Anticipation) to a large set of Italian words.

Starting from 8k+ manually annotated
tokens, ItEM uses term similarities based
on word embeddings to project the
emotion-related properties to
new terms.

This method allows to create domain-specific 
lexicons with domain-specific scores.

https://github.com/Unipisa/ItEM


Polyglot
Polyglot, a python 
package similar to 
spaCy, includes 
sentiment lexicons for 
+130 languages. 

Lexicons are 
semi-automatically 
extracted from 
Wikipedia.

https://polyglot.readthedocs.io/en/latest/Sentiment.html
https://polyglot.readthedocs.io/en/latest/Sentiment.html
https://polyglot.readthedocs.io/en/latest/Sentiment.html
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P14-2063.pdf
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P14-2063.pdf
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P14-2063.pdf


Appraisal theory
The appraisal theory models how evaluation is expressed in 
text.

The appraisal framework identifies three main components of 
evaluative language:

● attitude: expression of evaluation
"He is a good man"

● engagement: who expresses evaluation
"John says he is a good man"

● graduation: the strength of the previous two component 
"John swears he is a very good man"

http://www.grammatics.com/appraisal/
https://www.springer.com/la/book/9781403904096


Appraisal lexicon
Bloom, Garg and Argamon created an appraisal-focused lexicon.

The lexicon models appraisal properties of 2k words, including valence shifters.

truly: {POS:RB, force:increase}

kinda: {force:decrease}

not:{force:flip, orientation:flip}

nervously: {POS:RB, attitude:affect, orientation:negative,

 force:median}

cowardly: {POS:JJ, attitude:tenacity, orientation:negative, 
 force:high, focus:median}

http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/N07-1039
https://goo.gl/SYh3v9


Domain-specific lexicons: "Harsh but unfair"
Conjunctions are usually selected according to polarity of the joined words:

     nice and sturdy
  nice but weak
*ugly but weak

Build a graph with links determined by the most frequent type of occurrences 
of conjoined words (and = "same", but = "opposite") in a text collection.

Partition the graph in two parts maximizing "same" links and minimizing 
"opposite" links inside the partitions.

Vasileios Hatzivassiloglou and Kathleen R. McKeown. Predicting the semantic 
orientation of adjectives. EACL 1997.

http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P97-1023
http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P97-1023


Pointwise Mutual Information
Domain lexicons can be learned by measuring statistical correlation with a 
selection of seed terms, e.g., using PMI:

Turney, P., Littman, M. L. 2002. Unsupervised learning of semantic orientation 
from a hundred-billion-word corpus

https://arxiv.org/abs/cs/0212012
https://arxiv.org/abs/cs/0212012


Morphology features
Variation in morphology of words is usually reduced/normalized when dealing 
with topic-oriented analysis:

● lowercasing
● reduction to stem/lemma
● removal of misspelled words

The text may exploit word morphology to convey part of the expression of 
sentiment/opinion.

good, gooood, GOOOOD great, gr8t, GRRRREAT

Modeling morphology of words with dedicated feature may improve 
sentiment recognition.



Sentiment Embeddings
When labeled data is available it is possible to add 
sentiment information to the training process that 
learns the word embeddings.

E.g., extending a CBOW-like neural network to both 
predict, given a context, the correct target word and the 
correct sentiment label.

Tang et al. Learning Sentiment-Specific Word Embedding 
for Twitter Sentiment Classification. ACL 2014

https://github.com/attardi/deepnl/wiki/Sentiment-Specifi
c-Word-Embeddings

wt-2 wt-1 wt+1 wt+2

wt

lookup

hidden

activation

sentiment

http://anthology.aclweb.org/P/P14/P14-1146.xhtml
http://anthology.aclweb.org/P/P14/P14-1146.xhtml
https://github.com/attardi/deepnl/wiki/Sentiment-Specific-Word-Embeddings
https://github.com/attardi/deepnl/wiki/Sentiment-Specific-Word-Embeddings


Sentiment Classification



Supervised/unsupervised
Supervised learning methods are the most commonly used one, yet also 
some unsupervised methods have been successfully.

Unsupervised methods rely on the shared and recurrent characteristics of the 
sentiment dimension across topics to perform classification by means of 
hand-made heuristics and simple language models.

Supervised methods rely on a training set of labeled examples that describe 
the correct classification label to be assigned to a number of documents.
A learning algorithm then exploits the examples to model a general 
classification function.



Unsupervised methods



Unsupervised Sentiment Classification
Unsupervised methods do not require labeled examples.

Knowledge about the task is usually added by using lexical resources and 
hard-coded heuristics, e.g.:

● Lexicons + patterns: VADER

● Patterns + Simple language model: SO-PMI

Neural language models have been found that they learn to recognize 
sentiment with no explicit knowledge about the task.



VADER
VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary for sEntiment Reasoning) 
uses a curated lexicon derived from well known sentiment 
lexicons that assigns a positivity/negativity score to 7k+ 
words/emoticons.

It also uses a number of hand-written pattern matching 
rules (e.g., negation, intensifiers) to modify the contribution 
of the original word scores to the overall sentiment of text.

Hutto and Gilbert. VADER: A Parsimonious Rule-based 
Model for Sentiment Analysis of Social Media Text. ICWSM 
2014.
VADER is integrated into NLTK

https://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/ICWSM/ICWSM14/paper/viewPaper/8109
https://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/ICWSM/ICWSM14/paper/viewPaper/8109
https://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/ICWSM/ICWSM14/paper/viewPaper/8109
http://www.nltk.org/_modules/nltk/sentiment/vader.html


VADER
from nltk.sentiment.vader import SentimentIntensityAnalyzer
vader = SentimentIntensityAnalyzer()

vader.polarity_scores('the best experience I had')
Out: {'neg': 0.0, 'neu': 0.417, 'pos': 0.583, 'compound': 0.6369}

vader.polarity_scores('not the best experience I had')
Out: {'neg': 0.457, 'neu': 0.543, 'pos': 0.0, 'compound': -0.5216}

VADER can be used to bootstrap a training set for  
supervised learning.

In this case we can talk of a weakly-supervised or 
semi-supervised approach, since training data are not all 
validated by a human, and can contain errors.



Thumbs Up or Thumbs Down?
Pointwise Mutual Information has been applied to determine the overall 
sentiment of text.

● Short phrases extracted from text using POS patterns, e.g.:
JJ+NN, RB+JJ, JJ+JJ, NN+JJ, RB+VB

● SO-PMI score of each phrase is computed using a search engine and 
proximity queries, e.g.: "very solid" NEAR good

● SO-PMI scores for phrases are averaged to produce the document score.

Turney. Thumbs Up or Thumbs Down? Semantic Orientation Applied to 
Unsupervised Classification of Reviews. ACL 2002

http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P02-1053.pdf
http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P02-1053.pdf


Sentiment Classification from a single neuron
A char-level LSTM with 4096 units has been trained  on 82 millions of reviews 
from Amazon, for text generation.

After training one of the units had a very high 
correlation with sentiment, resulting in 
state-of-the-art accuracy when used as a classifier.

By fixing the sentiment unit to a given value, the 
generation process has been forced to produce 
reviews with a given sentiment polarity.

Blog post - Radford et al. Learning to Generate Reviews and Discovering 
Sentiment. Arxiv 1704.01444

https://blog.openai.com/unsupervised-sentiment-neuron/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.01444
https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.01444
https://blog.openai.com/unsupervised-sentiment-neuron/


Supervised methods



Supervised methods
Supervised methods use a traditional ML pipeline, typically exploiting the use 
of lexical resources to improve the number and quality of sentiment-related 
features extracted from text.



Sentiment features
Sentiment lexicon can be exploited to add sentiment information in text 
representation.

In this way a general knowledge about language connects words that are 
observed in the training set with words that occur only in the test set (which 
would have been considered out-of-vocabulary words).

good → SWN_Pos

gentle → SWN_Pos

bad → SWN_Neg

hostile → SWN_Neg



Distant supervision likes sentiment
Distant supervision fits better with sentiment analysis 
than with topic-related analysis because in the former it 
is easier to define negative examples.

A negative sentiment is a concept on its own, opposite to 
a positive one.

The "negation" of a topic is just the absence of the topic. 
It is harder to define a heuristic to label negative docs. 

● How to automatically mark a negative example for a 
"soccer" classifier?
○ Just use random sampling when nothing else works.

http://deepdive.stanford.edu/generating_negative_examples


Distant supervision
Producing training data for supervised learning may have a relevant cost.

Distant supervision exploits "cheap" methods that "weakly" label examples to 
bootstrap a training set, e.g.:

● labeling tweets with 😄 as positive and those with 😒 as negative.

● using VADER to perform a first labeling (skipping low confidence labels).

The rationale behind distant supervision is that:

● noisy information in training data will cancel out in the learning phase.

● discriminant features that have a decent correlation with the weak labeling 
emerge among the other.

http://www-cs.stanford.edu/people/alecmgo/papers/TwitterDistantSupervision09.pdf

